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B. C. DIRECTORS LEAVING
by Walter Givhan

Agnes Wilcox and Tom
Gibson, the Director and
Assistant Director of the

Bishop's Common, will be

the) filler

this summer. Ms. Wilcox has

been granted a one year leave

of absence, during which she

will accompany her husband,
Robert Wilcox, Director of
University Theatre, on sabbati-

cal leave. Mr. Wilcox will be
going to New York to do read-

ing, research, and writing. Mr.

Gibson will be leaving

pea inly v ] llw

Wilcox, Director of the Bishop 's Common

of attending graduate scluml n

the University of Virginia c

Georgetown University.

August, 1974, Ms. Wilcox has

never considered her job a

temporary one and plans to

return late next spring. This
year is the Wilcoxs' sixth year

in Sewanee, and Ms. Wilcox
expressed a need for them to

go away for a while, though
they do intend to come back.

Gibson stated that he had
wanted to go to graduate

chool before now but "post-
poned it because 1 enjoyed
doing this."

The personal goals of Ms.
Wilcox in her directorship have

been "to make the Common
the center of student extra-

despite many functions, works
smoothly," Ms. Wilcox
expounded upon her last goal

as being in line with the "con-
cept of a union. What we're
trying to do now. . . is act on
requests from students for

what they want." More
requests are expected as

students realize what a

.The Assistant Director of
the Common is in charge of
supervision of personnel,

activities and facilities for the

information desk, rooms and
oth i

pla, the

SAFC Explains Allocations for 1976-77

special prugrams. Gibson cited

his being the first person to

have the Assistant Directorship

as the greatest difficulty in his

work. Such a situation, said

Gibson, demands that the

before attempting to do
anything. Gibson also

by Larry Stewart

After several weeks of

hearings and deliberations, the

Student Activity Fee Committee
set the allocation for each
student organization. Along with

the amounts designated, the

SAFC gave an explanation for

each decision. These

serve to explain the rea

behind each appropriation

In order to maintain the high

quality of student organizations

at Sewanee, the Committee
requested a change in the

Student Activity Fee, with the

provision that there be no
further changes within three

years. The six-dollar increase,

approved by Vice-Chancellor

Bennett, will provide enough
money to allow adequate

funding of Sewanee's student

requested an increase to $3,700
for the 1976-1977 year. After

several heated exchange

littei

eport highly establish policies an

the radio change them if they

One of the most controversial

issues which faced the SAFC was
the appropriation for St. Luke's

community. The seminarians,

who paid $4,560 in activity fees

and received $1,000 last year,

felt that their use of WUTS, the

PURPLE, the CAP AND GOWN,
and other facilities was worth
less than the $3,560 they paid.

Representatives of St. Luke's

seminary representatives, the

SAFC finally decided to set the

allocation for St. Luke's

Community at $2,500.

The representatives of the

Women's Inter-Dormitory

Council asked $1,032.01 for

their operations next term. The
request, which represented a

substantial increase from the

$250 granted this year, was
based on claims of growing use

of the Women's House. Citing

the expanded activities of the

group, the SAFC decided to

increase the appropriation to

$800 for 1976-1977.

For the upcoming year the

PURPLE requested an allocation

of $10,210, a sizable increase

over the $8,250 received this

year. The representative from
the newspaper mentioned higher

printing costs as the principal

reason for the greater need.

Suggesting that staff salaries be

slashed to take care of the differ-

ence, the Committee allocated

$9,000 to the PURPLE for

1976-1977.

Thanks to sound management
practices and higher advertising

charges, the CAP AND GOWN

operated in the black this year; r

therfore, the yearbook staff 1976-1977. In i

requested no increase in the complimentary

activity ' fee allocation, station staff, the SAFC *

Accordingly the SAFC set the appropriated $10,750 for the The Bishop s Comm<

CAP AND GOWN appropriation operation of WUTS in the up- °"« «alf percent under

at $11,750 again for next year, coming year.
.

I«* .year but has

The !.rmt inrroasP from .hi, 0ne of the ma
J
or items "ste <*

eXPenenced SOme bu <

yeJ S Trt ^ Sewanee Arts in its budget £""««.. "Until there i

allocation for WUTS. This year's
mentation was a proposed ^ory >n operatin,

budget was $8,750; the station (cont. page 11)
Common,

page 3)

No Change in Course Load Recommended

The present course load for

students should be retained.

Other remedies for student and
faculty discontent should be
sought.

That was the majority
opinion presented to the

College Curriculum Committee
by the special sub-committee
studying academic pressure and
its effects on student and
faculty work loads.

The sub-committee also

presented a minority opinion

which calls for a reduction of

the normal semester load from
five courses to four and a

reform of the present system
of course requirements.

The text of both reports

appears on page 2.

Dr. Dale Richardson,

speaking as chairman of the

sub-committee, said the

majority of the members felt

that problems extraneous to

the course load system were

the source of most of the

grievances. He cited irregular

work divisions among faculty

members, "capriciousness" of

due dates for papers and

final exams, and student

isolation from curriculum and
calendar decisions, as some of

the other factors contributing

to discontent.

The

Richardson, says the majority

recommendations are good,

but many of them "have

already been sought or are

unenforceable." He considers

the curriculum situation from a

philosophical point of view and

finds little order and
rationality to our present

system. He proposes a revision

which he feels will give the

Sewanee students a better,

more comprehensible liberal

arts education.

The Committee has tabled

the sub-committee's report

until its April 24 meeting. At
that time they are expected to

pass the majority report on to

the faculty along with specific

(cont. page 11)

OFFICERS ELECTED BY ACADEMIC ORDER
by Jim Harper

Jeff Runge was elected

president of the Order of
Gownsmen Tuesday. A vice-

presidential run-off was to be
held Wednesday between
Laurie Barker and Dale
Trimble who had tied. Anne

The People of St. Thomas
Church, Huntsville, Alabama

unco the installation of a

Rector, the Reverend Daryl

ill, by the Right Reverend
lan Stough, on Sunday,
of April, at 3:00 p.m. Y.

prayers and presence

quested. (100 Bob Wall

venue, which is a left turn

the Parkway, at

ruction-in -progress of

jverpass.) __

Brakebill was elected secretary.

Runge was elected on a four-

point platform calling for: the

OG to leave student represen-

tation to the DelegateAssembly

where it belongs; emphasis on
academic policy, honor, and

discipline; abolition of the OG
attendance rule; and more

Student government as a

whole can be strengthened, he

believes, if the DA is allowed

sole jurisdiction over matters in

which the OG has no inherent

legitimate authority. He will

ask the body to refer all such
matters to the DA.

There are many pertinent

issues about academic life with

which the Order can deal. He

is considering various organiza-

tional methods to tap the

leadership potential of indivi-

duals within the order. He
thinks the size of the body
makes it unwieldy for constuc-

tive work. Smaller groups

working in specific areas would
do better. He wants to encour-

age more input on OG affairs:

"more different kinds of

people to speak up than the

present group."

"I'm r

, for

not an A'er, or a C'er, either.

A more moderate approach for

change will be better received."

Tuesday's results show OG
members might be willing for

like Runee to try.
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SUB-COMMITTEE PRESENTS TWO PROPOSALS

The subcommittee composed of Professor

Ramseur, Professor Schaefer, Mr. Neal Pylant, and me

studied several plans for reducing the student and

faculty course loads but was not able to recommend

any one course of action unanimously. We were able,

however, to reach a majority opinion, which I am

reporting to you today along with a short statement

of the minority opinion.

MAJORITY REPORT

Let me explain how we proceeded as a committee.

We first solicited proposals for plans from both

faculty and students at open meetings held with each

group. Then we discussed the possible plans — such as

plans with interim terms, trimester plans, variations

on our present semester plan, and plans for

considering the first two years of the college

curriculum separately from the last two years; and we

tried to decide which plans had attracted most

them inherently. From the beginning we were unable

to detect any overwhelming sentiment for any

particular plan. Neither faculty or students as groups

seemed able to articulate a common analysis of what

is wrong with our present system or offer a common
plan for reform. Both groups were of many minds.

We then tried to sift the proposals. Of the

proposals for effecting a modest course reduction

through the expedient of changing the calendar, we

noticed a decided preference for a trimester (three-

term) system over a system of two semesters plus an

interim term Some persons feared that the interim

term might be less serious than the other terms;

but the subcommittee judged that the interim term

was chiefly inefficient for teaching subjects which

require greater time for meditation than the rather

accelerated interim would allow. More meditative

activity and less business seemed to be our goal;

and we set the interim plan aside. A majority of the

committee expressed some interest, however, in a

trimester plan.

The subcommittee also discussed the retention of

the semester system, reformed by cutting the size

of the student course load from five to four courses.

The subcommittee opposed a full cut in faculty loads

from four to three courses, because such a cut,

proportionately greater than the cut in student load,

would force up the average class size at a time when

the average class si2e is in some departments too

high. However, reduction b

committee tended to feel that faculty overloading is

not uniform and reductions of faculty loads should

be made selectively.

The subcommittee debated the relative merits

of two possible reforms of the semester system with

a reduction in the student load. Each plan

represented a different solution to a single problem:

how can the requirements for graduation be reduced

to replace distribution requirements with a system

of core courses in the three major areas of

undergraduate study. The second solution was to

retain a system of distribution requirements but

revamp it.

The possibility of retaining most of our present

system but cutting one course requirement from each

committee decided that it could not recommend to

the Curriculum Committee any plan for course

reduction, that the present system is sound, and that

the grievances to which we were addressing ourselves

are not caused by the present system of course loads

but by qualities extraneous to that system. The

functioning of the present system is distorted for

both faculty and students.

A) For Faculty

Work is irregularly divided in the college.

1) Some departments do and some do not give

course credit for conducting independent

study. Such inequities should be regularized.

2) Some faculty members are' asked to teach

more than four average courses per term,

because of insufficient staffing in certain

departments. More staff is the best solution

3) Time-consuming committee responsibilities

are unequally divided amongst faculty

the

4) Department chairmen who
administrative duties are

reductions.

; burdensome

committee as a kind of compromise with the

STATUS QUO but was not pushed forward as a

proposal, perhaps because it might work a hardship

on underclassmen taking advanced courses.

After much deliberation, the subcommittee
limited discussion to three proposals: a trimester

proposal and the two semester proposals already

roughly described. Outlines of these proposals were
sent to department chairmen for their comments,
Their response was disappointing: only

eight chairmen responded in writing and no real

consensus could be derived from their letters,

although some of the letters were individually

) For Students.

burdensomeness of their work but the

capriciousness of the scheduling of due

dates for papers and exams. Greater

cooperation amongst faculty members and

greater flexibility of due dates could provide

2) Some faculty members still place primary

emphasis on final examinations despite

faculty resolutions to de-emphasize finals.

Surely some remedy is possible here.

3) Some confusion exists about the grading

system. Each faculty member should be

urged to discuss his grading system with his

students so that expectations will be clear.

4) Students seemed to enjoy the

Subcommittee's open meeting on the

curriculum. Some students are frustrated

because they lack a forum for expressing

The committee needs to schedule such

open meetings on a regular basis.

5) The pressures of preparation for admission

to professional schools are very strong. The
college should do all possible to minimize

these pressures and insure that what is

often an arbitrary process not be

6) Students should be consulted about the

l)The present course load for students be

retained, and

2) other remedies for student and faculty

problems be sought.

MINORITY REPORT

The recommendations of the subcommittee for

other remedies are often very good, but they fall

short of what is needed here, because many of them

have either already been sought or are unenforceable.

They do not answer the needs of the times: our goal

should be

1) Are the students we attract really as good

as an institution with a venerable history

and a sizeable endowment should attract?

ZJ Apparently, the attrition of undergrad-

uate men at Sewanee is very high, higher

than average in colleges. Only about 38%
of the men in the Class of 1975, for

example, were graduated with their class.

3) Are we sure that we are doing the best we
can with the students we get? Are

Sewanee graduates really educated

The multiplication of courses taken in one term

multiplies the chances of superficiality and the

dispersion of attention. There seems to me to be no A
PRIORI reason why dividing a term's work into five

divisions, unless the objection be that the student

would not have enough opportunity to diversify his

study and become a liberally eduated person. This

objection, however, is potentially weighty because

liberal education is our RAISON D'ETRE and, I

believe, our gamble for survival.

But lat really constitutes a liberal education?

t least two possible ways to consider

e goal of liberal educatio

1

)

to make the student broad, or

2) to give the student essential ideas and

information on the assumption that there

are things all educated persons should

It seems to me that the .second alternative must be

preferred over the former although the first

alternative seems to be the objective of liberal arts

The metaphors of breadth and

potentially misleading. At Sewanee, as at other

colleges, a student should specialize and also take

courses outside his speciality so that he will be

"broad". What constitutes being broad in this context

hardly specified: they must simply be in general

broadening by this definition. One could be broad

and poorly educated: in our present system, one

could be narrowly educated in several fields and yet

miss many of the most important ideas and much of

the information needed by a well-educated person.

Surely the concept of "broadening" is a case of

over-abstraction in educational thinking.

Wh.i ? The

There may be too little unanimity among Sewanee

faculty ever to answer the question. But if we can't

. __ a faculty we must admit that, however

wise we may be individually, corporately we appear

very foolish. Iwould like us (

question. Even if we should fail

in a noble attempt to extricat

•uld have failed

f from institu-

decadence.

After reading the! majority of

For the reasons outlined, the minority proposes

the reduction of the student course load and the

introduction of a system of core courses, A possible

plan might be the one appended to this report.

Respectfully submitted,

D.E. Richardson

(An introductory outline of the proposal appears on

page 12.)
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New Look for Treasurer's Office

by Waiter Givhan

The University's Treasurer's

Offices in Carnegie recently

underwent a decorative

facelift. The changes made
include painting of most

surfaces, fabric-covered walls,

formica tops for' desks and

work areas, clocks, and several

paintings and prints. Mrs.

Maury McGee, University

decorator, developed the

comprehensive plan for the

offices.

Mr. Harry Dodd, Treasurer,

stated that the redecoration

was badly needed. The
building was formerly the

science building,and the

Treasurer's Offices were movd
there in 1967. Government
surplus furniture was used in

the office in a hodgepodge
arrangement. The office had

beeen a "source of

embarrassment" when visitors

came, commented Dodd. nnr)

the employees felt "a lack of
morale." The noise level in the

office became a problem with

Directors to Leave

B. C. in August
(cont. from page 1)

problems," said Ms. Wilcox.

The Common will end its first

12-month fiscal year in June.

The problem budget area has

been special programs, which

include the travel service and

the games tournament. Gibson

pointed out that there are lots

of programs available for a

price, but "if you don't have

any money, then you have

to do things for yourself." The
travel service, run by Gibson,

IMlh •

been able to book students,

faculty, and other interested

persons on the cheapest possi-

ble flights to Europe, in addi-

tion to other services. Gibson
felt that the future of special

programs is somewhat limited

because of students' extra-

curricular time at Sewanee and

that programs should be

emphasized that will utilize

The jobs of Director and

Assistant Director will be

posted next week by the

Provost. Ms. Wilcox has asked

that "if people know anyone
who would be qualified or

interested in that job, please

get them to send a resume to

the Provost." Gibson stated

that his own preference for the

job would be a Sewanee grad-

the installation of the

University switchboard.

University workmen did the

work which required a

minimum of new furnishings

since much of the original

furniture was used (but

redone), and existing

University paintings were used.

Walls were covered with
FlexiWall decorated plaster

fabric, which helps absorb

sound along with the new
carpeting. Utilization of the

wall covering in the Treasurer's

serves as a "guinea pig" for

future dormitory usage.

An approximate figure for

the work and furnishings is

$6,600. Dodd said the money
came from a restricted account

that had been idle. The
offices were redecorated at a

cost of less than $3 per square

foot.

Mr. Dodd stated that "the

primary function of the

Treasurer's Office is to provide

information for financial

decisions; a better facility

means better work and this can

have a positive effect on

University finances."

Employees happy with new decor

Common Host Trivia Tilt
Who was Miss Hungary of

1936? (Believe it or not, you
know.) Who was the

announcer for "You Bet Your
Life"? Mary Bull was the

maiden name of the mother of

what President? What are the

names of the seven dwarfs? If

WUTS GETS NEW HEAD

school long enough to hs

experience in business i

related to the job.

POEMS WANTED
THE TENNESSEE SOCIETY OF POETS
is compiling a book of poems. If you have
written a poem and would like our selection

committee to consider it for publication,

send your poem and a self-addressed stamped
envelope to;

THE TENNESSEE SOCIETY OF POETS
P. O. Box 6304
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401

George W. Douglas has been

appointed General Manager of

Student Radio Station WUTS
at the University of the South.

Douglas is a junior from

Tuscaloosa, Alabama and has

been working for the radio

station since his freshman year.

Douglas, who replaces

Tyndall P. Harris, Jr a senior

from Chapel Hill, North

Carolina, has stated that every

endeavor will be made to

continue the operation of

WUTS as a student organization

£i. |iitkt'ft

BOOK STORE
Half Price Book Sale

Continues!

THE

UNIVERSITY

MARKET
GET ALL OF YOUR PARTY NEEDS HERE-

FROM ONE KEG TO A HUNDRED'

CHIPS, DIPS, SNACKS, AND SIX PACKS

OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE UNIVERSITY

... and HUB HAWKINS, who says,

'Have a good weekend and enjoy it all!'

WUTS as a student

organization with music, news,

and special educational

programming for the entire

In a prepared statement,

Douglas announced that Susan

Diane Justice, a sophomore
from Cullowhee, North

Carolina will be the Assistant

Manager and the Kathryn
Wi'i.-sini;fi-, a junior from

Charlottesville, Virginia will be

the Program Director.

WUTS is a 10 watt

educational station which

provides music and educational

programming for the

University and the surrounding

station was founded on April

1, 1972 and has continually

grown from a staff of 8 people,

Mr. Douglas stated that

anyone with suggestions

for improvement for the

station should contact either

him or Miss. Justice.

questions, you should find

three other people who are as

smart as you are and enter the

:First Annual Trivia

Tournament sponsored by The
Bishops Common on
Wednesday, April 28.

The preliminaries will begin

at 1:30 p m. in the lounge ol

The Bishops Common. Teams
whose members have conflicts

at that time can play in the

later rounds. Finals will begin

at 7:00 p.m, Contestants

should sign up at The Bishops

Common Information Desk
before Wednesday, April 28.

The 1976 Bishop's Common
Trivia Tournament is a doubl*

elimination tournament. The
championship match will bt

the best two-out-of-three. Each

players; the team may consist

of three students and one
faculty member or four

students.

and will be allowed to room
capacity. Games consist of ten-

point tossup questions, which
are followed (in the event of a

correct answer) by bonus

between ten and fifty points. If

a player answers a tossup

correctly, then her or his

team will try to answer a bonus
question.

Incidentally, the answer to

the first question is Zsa Zsa

U. S. 64 W
WINCHESTER TN. 37398

615-967-0100
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THE RULING CLASS'

Capital, But Punishment
by Jonathan Bates

Peter Medak

Ruling CI

thumpingly
considerabli

considerabh

The former

fillT "The
long,

rical movie of

eavyhandedness.

incredible acting

perfomances, gives the film its

claim to artistic success; the

latter, coupled with some

difficult structural transitions,

may counterbalance that claim.

The subject satirized by

Medak and Peter Barnes, who

adapted his own play of the

same name for the film, is, of

course, the ruling class;

England's aristocrats and upper-

class clergy are unceasingly ridi-

culed and condemned. The

movie satirizes the personal

habits of the clan of the 14th

Earl of Gumey, and the

condemnation of persons moves

to a larger characterization of

the class, as represented by the

spiritually dead and rotted

House of Lords.

From the first scene of the

movie it is obvious that the

treatment of the idiosyncracies

of the Gumey family is not

going to be conservative or

restrained. Rather than giving

the Gurneys rope, Medak wants

and as often as he can. The first

character seen, the 13th Earl of

Gurney{Harry Andrews:

"Modesty Blaze", "The Charge

of the Light Brigade"), needs no

help: after spending his days in

the Law Courts as a barrister, he

comes home, dresses in a cocked

hat and a tutu and hangs himself

with the help of his butler

("Silk today, m'lord?") until he

almost strangles, then escapes

death by swinging back to a

stool. When the earl fails to

reach his stool one day, the heir

to his title turns out to be his

son Jack(Peter O'Toole), who
has been incarcerated for years

in an asylum under the delusion

thathe is the reincarnation of the

Christ. Jack's uncle, Sir Charles

(William Mervyn) and his wife,

the Lady Claire(Coral Browne)

are horrified at this new earl,

and with their soft-headed son

- (James Villiers) looking on,

devise a plan to have Jack marry

Sir Charles's mistress/prostitute

olyn Seymour),

Jack's psychiatrist. Traditional

attempts to cure him fail(he sees

only inkblots when he looks at

Rorschach cards) and finally,

psychiatrist confronts him with

another man who claims to be

God, a Scot who claims to be

the God of Light and who plugs

himself into light sockets and

bloodily eats light bulbs. Jack, a

gentle soul who gets disturbed

only when the family's butler

and Sir Charles's son attempt to

warn him of the plots against

him, empathically feels his

wife '8 labor pains: the

combination of that pain, the

acrimony of his confrontation

with the Scot(Nigel Green)

against the background of a

raging thunderstorm prove to

much for Jack, and he has an

epileptic fit-the night leaves

him finally with a son but

without the delusion of his

divinity. Instead, he becomes

Jack the Ripper. The transition,

which takes place next day in

an attic, make Jack acceptable:

his family embraces his new

/itty treatment of the

if the movie and the"

ig performances of all

.cting

There

n the

OToole, a

consummate actor, plays both

sides of his role perfectly.

Arthur Lowe, as the butler,

steals the show from every-

one, possibly even O'Toole,

the movie. A closet

Communist, he is the only

other beneficiary of the will of

the 13th earl and on the sum
of 30,000 pounds he gets

drunk and says, "Beyond
praise."

Unfortunately, Medak's

sometimes simplistic hatred of

the upper-class creates

difficulties for his movie. The

Jack the Ripper transformation

is weak, possibly false. His

point is finally that an aberra-

tion in the direction of a loving

very propel

as well as the I

ladies Jack o

ndalized(after i

nber)ng them in a vau

jy making a proposition in

ceeping with early Christian

deas of agape; the family loves,

;oo, his new-found belief in the

mportance of capital

punishment. Because of his title

ie is never suspected of

nurdering the Lady Claire, and

ifter murdering his wife, he

;akes the family seat in the

House of Lords, where his

naiden speech defends capital

unacceptable to the ruling-class

while endorsements of

legalized murder--with some
murder by its members on the

side-are eagerly embraced. The
image of the House of

Commons as a repository of

death is effective for its

completeness, but overdone:

one gets the impression that

the special -effects r

ard i the s : the

director felt obliged to show it

over and over. Medak's

problem is that he makes his

point, and then refuses to stop

making it, and the point is

neither large enough or valid

enough to stand such

pun cobwebbed

Students Invited To
View Oak Ridge

On Monday, April 26, at

4:30 in Woods 216 five of the

students who are currently

participating in the Oak Ridge

Semester program will discuss

their experiences. This will not

be a technical presentation but

one geared toward students

who would like to know

intended for s

but sjun

»rdley,

Pr.-shrr

lut the

Sophom

.aid I be glad t

any tim

ond

are also eligible

who will be one of the two
resident SCUU faculty at Oak
Ridge next year, will be at the

meeting. He is the "campus
representative" for the

Richard IT Set in Garth
Shakespeare in the Garth Duke and Duchess of York;

will be the final theatrical Tom Seddon is

production of the year by the Northumberland; Angela

Purple Masque at the Dickey is the Duchess of

University of the South on Gloucester andRobert Emerson

Friday, Saturday and Sunday, is Aumerle.

April 23,24, and 25. Peter Jenks plays Mowbray,

"Richard II" will be Salisbury and Exton; Stephen

presented at 3:30 p.m. in the Jacobs plays Lord Marshall,

Garth, the outdoor courtyard Ross, Surrrey, and Keeper;

between Convocation Hall and Kevin Phillips plays the Abbot

Walsh-EUet Hall. Admission is of Westminster, Bush, Scrrop,

a concert series ticket or $1.00 and Exton's servsmt. Tom
or student identification card. Gibson plays Bagot, the Welsh

The production will be on the Captain, and the Gardener;

stage in Guerry Hall in case of Isaac Turner plays Green,

ra in- Carlisle, and a Groom; Kent

"Richard II" is the first of McNeer plays Willoughby,

the tetralogy of Shakespeare's Fitzwater, and an

historical plays. The action gardener,

centers around the overthrow The Queen's 1

of King Richard II by his rival played by Anne An
for power, Bolingbroke.

Ray

.pia:

The ;

The large cast will be made Shackelford. Jim Mulkin

up mostly of university an assistant gardener, York's

students, many of them servant, a soldier, and a guard,

playing multiple roles. King Rue Gilchrist is a page.

Richard II will be played by The play is directed by

Steve Freeland, and David Robert Wilcox with Cindy

Donaldson will play his Owen as assistant director and

adversary Bolingbroke. Debbie stage manager. John Miller is

Lopez plays the Queen; John
I

the technical director, and Miss

Glass and Jane Sublett are the Owens is the costume mistress.

THE 1ST NATIONAL BANK OF TRACY CITY

'THE BANK THAT CARES'

Tracy City, TN Monteagle, TN

then be re-committerl. The
asylum director (Michael

Juniors are encouraged to application forms,
attend the meeting The

Bryant), becomes a grudging

accomplice through an affair

with Lady Claire and a promise \^/%Monteagle Dairy Queen
of a research grant. Jack marries,

believing his wife to be Mar-

guerite Gautier, the Lady of the

Camellias. The plan complicates:

Jack wins over his wifefshe finds

£Pu NOV!/ WITH INDOOR ^^^^W
y \ SEATING ^^rW^^

C0W/VN CAFE D PW\ & 11 SUPPLY STORE

'Home Cooked Meals' u u
pen daily except Sunday

FOR ALL YOUR

HARDWARE AND HOUSEHOLD

932-7451
NEEDS

in Cowan, on Main St.

New Iqcation—Just off 1-24

right next to the Kayo station

in Monteagle.

Julie's Truck Stop

Open 24 Hours

FREE COFFEE ALL THE TIMEI

We now serve homemade biscuits

Breakfast served at any time

FLOWERS WIREC ERE. ANYTIME

^ittlCA FLOWERS & GIFTS

HE FINEST IN FLORAL ARRANGEMENTS

CALL



Department of Fine Arts Brings

Varied Exhibits to Sewanee
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The art department of the
University of the South will

sponsor several exhibits in

different parts of the campus
during April. In the Guerry
Hall Gallery through April 26
will be a photography show,
with photographs by Carson
Graves and Eric Kronengold of
the Arizona State University

faculty; students of the
Memphis Academy of Art;
John A. Chihak of Iowa City,
Iowa; and various professional

photographers on assignment
for Kodak. Children's art from
the Sewanee Public School will

be displayed on the balcony.
A stained glass show by

Barbara Mellen of Nashville

will be on exhibit in the

oratory on the first floor of St.

Luke's hall, and a show of silk

screen, intaglio and relief prints

by students at Towson State
College in Maryland will hang
in the Bishop's Common snack
bar through April 24.

Carson Graves, a 1970
graduate of the University of
the South, received his M.F.A.
from Ohio University in 1975.
He majored in history at
Sewanee, but took many art

courses and had his first

photography course here. Since
joining the Arizona State

faculty he organized and
conducted a six-segment TV
program on photography over
the Tempe, Ariz., public TV,
and exhibited his photographs
in a local gallery.

His colleague at Arizona
State, Eric Kronengold, has

had photos published in

Modern Photography and
Aperture, and has had several

one-man and group
exhibitions. He studied

photography atTulaneand held

several commercial
photograph jobs in New
Orleans. He received B.A. and
M.A. degrees from San
Francisco State University, and
worked several years in a

commercial color lab.

John Chihak earned

bachelor's and master's degrees
from the University of
Northern Iowa, with major in

design and photography. While

at U.N.I, he designed and built

new darkroom facilities for the

art department, supervised the

photo lab, and designed,

photographed and edited for

the U.N.I Quarterly

His photographs have
displayed in one-man shows in

Santa Fe, N.M., Williamsburg,

Va., and the University of
Northern Iowa, and published
in the North American Review.

The color prints from
Kodak were recently used by
the company in a series of ads

with a 'Bicentennial theme.
Each was done by a different

professional photographer on a

theme such as children, work,
sports, transportation, etc.

Barbara Mell,

glass consists of large round
hanging ornaments and
lampshades. All are done with
copper foil and solder

connections rather than the

usual lead. This all.

intricate shapes to be worked
into the glass. Ms. Mellon
received- her B.A. in fin.

illustration from New College
in Sarasota, Fla. in 1974. She
had planned to do biological

illustration but switched her
talents to glass. Since moving
to Nashville she has had three

exhibited in St. Luke

Sewonee's Human Ecology Project

A Vision For a Sound Community Expands
A vision of the kind of

community Sewanee might
become and a growing concern

over mental health needs are

the issues around which the

Sewanee Human Ecology

Project is formed. During the

present semester, HEP has

hired Michele Marlowe to help

fulfill its goal in the area of

providing direct counseling

of HEP's founding fathers, told

Dr. Bennett that he felt he had
neither the time nor the ability

to adequately counsel the

many students who came to

him with obvious emotional
problems. He requested Dr.

Bennett's assistance in back-up

ung in

asked 1

(his Dr.

Anthropologist, a Chaplain,

and various consulting

professionals in the field of

mental health. - We were
all led, through our consulting

professionals, to see the project

as a committee-of-c

total

/ith

assemble

members of the

unity similarly

mental

"I think the composition of

important," said the Rev.

Daryl Canfill, another founding

father of HEP. "It included

the Medical Health Officer,

the Dean of .Students, the

Rector, a college student, the

psychological counselor. We
have done far more important

things, such as providing a

i
makes the problem needs

\
attention with the problem."

i
The Rev. Jack Gessell, a

beginnings: "It defined its

work in light of a particular

vision of the kind of Christian

community that Sewanee
should be. We were talking

about what makes up a healthy

human environment. We were
talking about those factors in

the present Sewanee
community which seem

' to create emotional disability

and to cripple personal

effectiveness on the part of

members of the Sewanee
community. Therefore, we
were into the prevention i. hi rig.

The present Human Ecology
Project was organized to carry

out this concern in light of

this vision. The role of direct

personal counseling is a

subsidiary part of this wider

Present HEP Steering

Committee chairperson Mary
Jo Wheeler-Smith adds,"The

logic behind formation (Of

HEP) was that we need to deal

with underlying problems in

just symptoms of the problem
— that necessitate counselling.

Just in the past year we have

succeeded in establishing a

full time counselling service

to meet the immediate needs

of counselling and have freed

the energies of the committee

to deal with some of these

underlying problems."

At present, HEP is directed

by a Steering Committee
appointed by the Vice-

Chancellor. The Project is

funded with $6000 a year

from the University, $4500
from the Community Chest

rid $500 from Otey Parish.

This

>pay f ultativ*

ntly

such educational

programs as the Conference on

The

NOW SERVING DANNON YOGURT

Also: EXOTIC COFFEE & DELICIOUS SANDWICHES |

Open 11:30 am- Mdnir/rt daily Closed on Sunday 1

In Sevwnee-call S98-5774

FORMERLY BANK OF SEWANEE
Compounding interest daily — paying quo

charged with answt-rimj present

counselling service needs.

(It should be noted here that

HEP has been providing

limited counselling services

since 1972.) The
sub-committee therfore hired

Michele Marlowe who is

ently a

ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
VISUALIZED STUDY PROGRAMS

LONDON MADRID

RAB THORNTON. 221 Eosi 50 Street. New York, N.
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Innovative Thinking:

Elixir For Sewanee
Every so often during the life of an institution there comes a

breath of fresh air--a time when imagination rises above the

drudgery of self-interest, apathy, and the blind impulse to carry

on. You may not agree with Dr. Richardson's proposals. But you

have to admit that his minority report, as one faculty member

put it, is the first time in a long time that our college curriculum

has been so thoroughly considered from a philosophical point of

view. Usually we have added bits and pieces here and there, and

then it has been mostly conceived from a practical point of view.

And the majority report, though you may not agree with its

conclusions either, shows evidence of careful deliberation,

painstaking consideration for all interests, and an admirable

concern to explain its decisions. Most study committees do not

do nearly so complete a job-especially considering the breadth

and difficulty of their assignment.

The majority report should be adopted because it offers

solutions that can be appled immediately. It does not, however,

offer any significant reform in the present system. Since the

minority report offers much more general restructuring it would

take at least two years for the necessary deliberation and

organization for it to be put in effect. The College owes it to

itself to consider its merits.

The intriguing thing about it is the way in which the plan

intends to let us have our cake and eat it too. On the contention

that five courses per semejter disperses our attention, it would

cut the required load to four. Instead of reducing the scope of

our education, though, it proposes to strengthen it. The plan is

designed to give us a better education, not just relief.

Replacing the present system cuts eight course units from the

total requirement: five from required courses, two from the

major, and one from free electives. Requirements are made more

efficient by a set-up of core courses emphasizing interrelation-

ships of knowledge and a context for ideas. The problem with our

present requirement system, supposedly designed to underpin the

breadth of our education, is that it doesn't. Courses normally

taken to satisfy the requirements are designed as introductions to

particular disciplines. They do not emphasize interrelationships of

knowledge; they do not concretely contribute to breadth of

understanding; often their introductory nature gives them no

depth as well. And many students find they are an inefficient,

unproductive use of valuable time; they aren't any more

interested in that field of study after the course than they were

What we could get instead is "The History of Civilization"--the

story of man's attempt to find himself, to establish societies, and

to get along with others-history, political science, economics,

philosophy, art, religion, psychology -all related to one another in

study as they actually are. "Natural Science"-man's attempt to

order and decipher the Universe, physically, biologically,

chemically, mathematically-methodologies like the scientific

method and whoa-there are psychology and other social sciences

again. I'd like to change Dr. Richardson's "Foreign Language" to

"Foreign Culture"-inciuding langauge and cultural anthropology

(which would in turn include comparative religion and

mythologies). And I'd like to change English to "The Art of

Expression"-to include literary composition, music, fine arts, and

drama. Oh, what an education!

Sewanee has a high attrition rate, especially after the

sophomore year. That's when students throw up their hands in

disgust at the liberal arts because they don't know what they are.

We don't tell them. Our present system is unintelligible to the

average student. The proposed system is explicit.

Not only would the system give a greater breadth to our

education; it would also offer a more intelligent context for

choosing a major and other subjects to study in more depth.

Many juniors and seniors find this an enormously difficult task.

Students would have a background in which to base their major.

Exposure to faculty members would be broadened. Faculty

members would be exposed to others in an intellectual context.

And the possibility is there, depending on how the courses are

arranged, for greater small-group discussion and independent

There should be a lot of discussion about this proposal and its

educational merits. Should we decide it has value, much organiza-

tion and revamping of the structures which serve our curricular

system will have to take place. But Dr. Richardson says his

proposal is deliberately broad enough to incorporate such discus-

sion. It is a flexible working proposal.

But some people are apt to shy away from discussion. "I don't

want to change my ways." Or/'li would be too difficult to

implement, so there's no use in even talking about it." Neither

attitude is legitimate. Arguments about the inherent value will be
constructive. And we should be intelligent enough to make a

stucture fit our ideas.

Sewanee is a good school -better than most. But something is

wrong. Students don't understand, and more than a few get lost

in the shuffle, along with their money. Society is crying for well-

educated men and women. Sewanee's leadership and excellence

owes it to society to develop them. It is a solemn trust.

I am fond of quoting T.S. Eliot in my editorials. His symbol
for our age, J. Alfred Prufrock, is a sterile nit-wit because he says,

"Do I dare? Do I dare?.. .And in short, I was afraid." If Sewanee
cannot muster the intellectual courage to face this challenge

constructively it will firmly entrench itself in mediocrity. I think

we can do it. Prufrock, by the way, drowns. —Jim Harper

"Over The Hill"

by Ted Doss

Commencement is less than

five weeks away. In less than

five weeks, amany of us will

become alumni or alumnae.

Accordingly, this

like

nd the*

the

follow us here.

The primary responsibility

which we have in life is to be

good stewards of all the

gifts which God has given to

Thai ust

our minds, talents, and abilities

to the fuUest. Those of us who
have been able to travel to

different parts of the world

and experience different

cultures and experiences must

use the knowledge and insight

we have gained to benefit

others through every facet of

experience that I expected

when I came here. This school

is far from perfect, but it has

given me a good liberal arts

education.

So what do you and I

"owe" Sewanee? At least five

things. We must do what we

can to ensure a continual

flow of high calibre students

through here. We must do what

we can to solicit contributions

from others. As our lives

progress, we must help

Sewanee students and

graduates as they try to find

summer or permanent jobs.

We must contribute as we are

able to this University. This

start our giving next year, even

if we can only give one dollar.

In seeking outside grants, the

percentage of alumni giving can

often be more important than

the amount given. So we must

do our part monetarily.

Finally, and

importantly, we must use

education we have recei

both inside and outside

classroom, to the

advantage. We must use

talents developed here to s

God and our brothers

Tho.

had

of

uggle all

achievements to bring hope

and opportunity to others.

To may mind, four years

at Sewanee is one of the

greatest gifts that has been

given to each of us. Some of

you may question my use of

the word "given" here,

especially if you have a three

to five thousand dollar debt

facing you when you get out.

I think my use is appropriate

though, considering the well-

known statistic that half of our

yearly costs come from sources

outside ourselves and/or our

parents.

Some of you may question

the value of Sewanee as a gift.

My opinion of Sewanee has

changed in the four years I

have been here. I hated this

place my freshman year, and I

would have transferred if I had

and

anted

nted t

do

as accepted for transfer at

end of may sophomore
', at which time I decided

stay here. For me, the

Dmmunity, and the chance to

y to serve all of you in a

adership capacity offered me
le kind of total educational

lt|e j^efoanee flurple
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Guest Editorial:

WHO'S TO BLAME?

PHOTOGRAPH
OF THE WEEK

by Joe Delozier

As we near the end of what

has been the prettiest spring I

have spent at Sewanee, the

cries of "Test!" and "Paper!"

by the faculty and the response

of "Ohno!" and "grade

crunch!" by us will

undoubtedly be heaved once

again. At the end of the past

semester and the first weeks of

this one many articles and

discussions were found dealing

with this "crunch." The rage

has temporarily subsided, yet I

predict its renewal shortly.

Many ideas have been aired

as to probable causes and

possible answers to this

"problem." I remained silent at

the time of the previous crisis,

but I would now like to expose

what I believe to be the origins

of the present situation.

Unfortuanately, I have no

complete solution.

In general, the faculty at

this University has not

undergone any form of belt-

tightneing in their passing out

of high grades. Quite the

contrary, we have reached, as a

whole, one of the highest

overall G.P.A.'s the University

has seen. The "problem" lies

not within the faculty, but

Grades Inflate Uncertainty

In the past few years,

competition for admission to

Sewanee has increased,

especially among women (who,

by the way, collectively carry

close to a 3.0 average.)

College boards, high school

grades, etc. are all higher now
than they were three to four

years ago. For this reason

many say the grade problem is

due to the "smartness" of the

more recent classes. While

College boards and grades may
have some relation to the I.Q.

of a student, what they really

discover is how much a student

is willing to put out. What we
now have in the college is not a

bunch of geniuses but a greater

number of hard workers.

Experience remains the best

example. A test was returned

to me the other day! The
professor announced* that he

had given the same test in

1970. He then listed our grades

and then the grades of the

1970 class. I discovered, much
to my dismay, that I resided in

the fourth position from the

bottom. However, had I

achieved the same score in

1970 I would have made the

third highest grade. By the

way, this was a relatively

objective test in which "new
ideas", writing style, etc. had

nothing to do with the mark.

What this shows then is not

! any increase in workload by

professors, but an increased

pressure being put on us BY
OUR FELLOW STUDENTS.

by James Bradford

Much controversy has arisen

in recent years over the issue of

"gradeflation" in our colleges.

Parents are disturbed because

Mary or Johnny is getting higher

grades than they had received as

college students, possibly with

less effort also. Naturally,

charges have been made that

college instructors are passing

out too many A's and B's.

On March 30, Dean Webb
sent out a set of academic statis-

tics for the past six years to

members of the faculty. In his

explanatory note, Dean Webb
observed that: "Ten years ago,

in academics 1965-66, the

all-student grade point average

was 2.297. This year(that is, first

semester 1975-76) it was 2.773.

A decade ago 15% of the grades

were A's, 33% were B's, 31%
were C's, 12% were D's, and 8%
were F's. This year grades were

25% A, 39%B, 27%C, 6%D, and

2%F."
From such statistics one

could draw several conclusions:

(l)"gradeflation" is indeed a

Sewanee reality; (2) on the con-

trary, the calibre of students has

improved ; - ( 3 ) students are

smarter but there is some
"gradeflation"; or (4) there are

no conclusions to be drawn. As

Dean Webb concluded his

statement: "There is ammuni-
tion here to support almost any

conclusion except that grades

are falling precipitously or that

students are less able than they

used to be."

Chart 1: Mean SAT Scores

for entering Sewanee freshman

Composite(Mean

)

v649

975 v547 115
m577

Chart 2: Mean High School

GPA for entering Sewanee

freshman classes

1974: 3.34

1975: 3.11

Chart 3: Grade point a

of all Sewanee students

(first semester)

1971: 2.448

1972: 2.684

1973: 2.674

1974: 2.769

1975: 2.773

An examination of the chart

Dean Webb sent out(giving the

percentage distribution of grades

by each department from 1970-

> 1975(first semesters) with the

GPA earned in each) reveals

some interesting facts. With the

i exception of the Russian depart-

ment and those departments

which did not exist in 1970,
' the GPA within each department

for the first semester 1975 was

higher than that calculated for

1 1970. The Russian department

GPA for 1975 was .1 of a point

lower than in 1970; the

Economics department had the

same GPA for 1970 as for 1975.

Those departments having more

than a .4 of a point increase in

GPA for 1975 over 1970 were
,

Physics(.49), German(.45),
,

Italian(.44), and Spanish(.42).

One theory I tried to test

'

took into account that the mean
SAT composite score for the

entering freshman classes after

1970 tended to show a decline

until 1974. (See Chart 1.)

Since the freshman class of 1969

had a mean composite SAT
score of 1109(not listed on the

chart), one might postulate that

the GPA of all Sewanee students

should show a downward trend I

also from 1970 to 1973. Chart 3

shows that the GPA of 1971 was

lower than that of 1970, and

that the GPA of 1973 was lower

than that of 1972. But there is

still an upward trend in the

grades. Although the mean

composite SAT score declined

from 1974 to 1975, the GPA of

Sewanee students showed a

slight increase. So much for that

theory. But when the high

school GPA is examined for the

(cont. page 11)

The major result of all this

is far too obvious. With the

exception of Saturday study

day weekends, Friday night

partying is out. Study days axe

being used for their intended

purpose by many more
students. In short, the Sewanee
"experience" is turning more
and more away from the

10,000 acres of the Mountain
and toward the library (just ask

Mr. Harkins), the dorm room,

and, last but not least, the

GRADE. Sewanee is losing far

too quickly its ability to offer

a unique EDUCATION (or

"experience" if you prefer.)

It is quickly becoming only an

institution, which was the

furthest thing from my mind

when I arrived.

There is another result of all

this not as easily discernible.

Many alumni now are unable

to see their sons and daughters

attend Sewanee. How long do
you think their support will

continue? Please don't

misinterpret the last remark to

mean that I support any

complete favoritism for

children of alumni. Yet, the

fact that of

those who have given their

time and money later did not

come to Sewanee in quest of a

4.0; they came looking for the

atmosphere, the outside-the-

classroom- library -laboratory

experience which Sewanee still

claims to offer and which has

made it famous.

It may be said then that, in

the past, Sewanee has

produced two types of people:

those who worked hard and

those who didn't. The trend

now, if there is indeed such a

types: those who work hard

and those who work harder.

I am not saying that the

student "who now enrolls at

Sewanee comes only to make
good grades. The Admissions
Office and the Admissions

Committee take great pains to

accept students of a wide

variety of backgrounds, those

of good character, and those

Sewanee. Their system has

worked well [n preserving the

academic reputation this

school has earned.

Yet, I promised at least a

partial solution to ease the

increased competition, clean as

it is, among our present

student body. The idea is not

original, it is a combination of

plans presently used at the

University of Virginia and the

University of Tennessee

Medical School. I advocate the

establishment of two sets of

standards for acceptance to

Sewanee. The first standard

would permit students in high

school with the highest

qualifications (College Boards,

G.P.A., type of high school,

etc.) to be automatically

accepted, thereby maintaining

the highly academic

atmosphere of the University,

I realize that this is presently

the way many students are

accepted, but I would like to

see the present criteria for

automatic acceptance stiffened

so that only the best high

school scholars gain admittance

on the basis of their grades and

Board scores alone. Don't

worry, I am not forsaking

those others who barely made
it, and I realize that for the

University to remain solvent,

capacity.

What we need is a second

standard of grades and board

scores which should be set at a

level below the present average

freshman, but high enough to

ensure that, if accepted, the

student could survive

academically . The applicants

who fall into this category (i.e.

below the first level, but above

the second) should then be

considered on the basis of

character, extracurricular

activities, and, most important,

their interest in Sewanee and

the type of education it has

stood for, with no
consideration whatsoever being

given to relative high school

academic performance. At

Virginia these are referred to as

the "happy 25%." They are

the students who desperately

want to come, who axe ecstatic

over acceptance and who have

given that University an

atmosphere similar to

Sewanee's.

I have asked you to read

enough of my opinion. I have

presented, as others have, my
views and one answer to OUR
(not the faculty's) "crunch."

There must be at least a

hundred more of each. I have

assumed that the type of

education Sewanee has offered

in the past was correct. If you

disagree, then you have just

wasted your time reading this.

You must now spend an extra

five minutes in deep study

tonight in order to make that
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TIGERS, SCHUPPERT FINISH FOURTH IN T. I. C.
In all, 11all' cliffside golf

of colleges and 6 universities

ived to compete in the

challenging Tennessee Intercollegiate

Championships. The last

Sewanee team posted a two day

total of 620 to finish fourth in

the college division. Christian

Brothers College grabbed first

with U. T. C. and David

Lipscomb rounding out the top

three. In the University Divi-

sion East Tennessee State won
its fifth T.I.C. title in as many
years with M.T.S.U. in close

pursuit.

Sunny skies, mild tempera-

tures and light balmy breezes

greeted the golfers and provided

an excellent atmosphere for this

competition among the best

amateur golfers

fine 76. Doug Fifner

matched this 76 while Ed
Benchoff fired an 81 and Bill

Sholten came in with an 83.

Sewanee hopeful Scott

Probasco had headaches all day

and blew out to a fat 95
including a 52 on the back nine.

The second day brought

better fortunes to the last

linksmen. Ken Schuppert

mastered the art of driving with

a 3-wood and fired a torried

round of 71. Bill Sholten sliced

7 strokes off Friday's round to

shoot a. 76. Doug Fi

ight ball; for, his fine i

of 77(including a phenol >na!

33 on the

ublu. /ith 78

and M. Smith rounded out

Sewanee's scoring with a fine 79.

Scott Probasco remained under

when he signed his scorecard

incorrectly and was disqualified.

Sewanee's team score for Satur-

day was 304, the best Sewanee

has shot on its home course for a

long time.

Kenny SchuppertJs two day

total of 147 placed him fourth

in the entire College Division as

Brian Kendric and Will Breaen,

both of David Lipscomb

captured the two top spots. The

TIC medalist in the University

Division was Tennessee Tech's

Tom Dawson who fired rounds

of 70 and 71 to finish with a

141 total.

Sewanee Tigers

day Friday

captain

> Schuppert blasts from trap t

ather the

plagued all

J were forced to

bling 316. Team
Schuppert was

'short-shafted" when he

discovered that his newly

repaired driver had been cut

down VA inches instead oi 3A of

an inch. Kenny couldn't handle

his pseudo-driver and only

cunning iron play and good

putting allowed him to escape

ISKRA WINS
nblei illy i Phi

Foes Eat Tiger's Dust

i of this week
uimph albeit a

ed the League

oftball

by Catfish Cooper

The Sewanee Tigers,

showing excellent balance in

both the track and the field

events, easily strode past Mars

Hill College and Maryville

College, 74-54-53, in a tri meet
last Thursday at Hardee Field.

The Tiger striders picked up 8

firsts, 5 seconds, 6 thirds, and
5 fourths. The highlight of the

picked up a fourth the

Randy Dunn heaved the

Joe Schultz led the runners

by picking up two firsts in

the 100-yard dash and the 220-

yard dash, and he ran the final

leg of the Tigers' victorious

440 relay team. Other winners

in the track events were Sut

Watkins, with a tremendous
4:39 in the mile; Mike Harding

with a 50.4 in the 440; and

John Glenn wrapping up the 3-

MacDonald continued to soar

in the High Jump; and Charlie

Smith heaved the javelin 157'

to win that event. Smith also

picked up second place points

in the Pole Vault, with David
Fleming right behind with
third. All in all, the great Tiger

balance proved the telling

evidence, as Tiger trackmen

totals came 19 and 18 rur

down out of the forties and games,

thirties into the reasonable teens The big n
and single figures, and the was that Iskr;

schedule remained stable for 15.14 win in

more than two games. As the Dekes, that si

play returned to i

familiar patterns began to somet
emerge: the ATO's keep have seen:

winning and run away from the triumph. The
field as the other topcontendersithe young season is the strength

PDT, DTD, BTP, and SAE Q f the Faculty club which
knock each other off; the Snakes defeated the Betas and played
beginning to lose; the Dekes the PDT's to a standstill and
continuing to lose; the KA's fail- which features the biggest

ing to show with accustomed mouth in the league in the form
regularity; and the Indys of Steve Puckette, their catcher,

(see roundup o

iicd ' nds .

In the field

. SEWANEE TRACK RESULTS

thirds to the already growing
e 3- list of first place winners, and

they easily outdistanced their

Jay opponents.

4th- Allen Ehmling

Shot Put:

3rd- Randy Dunn...40'5Vi'

4th- David Funk 37'6W
Javelin:

1st- Charlie Smith... 157'

4th- Jack Lyden. ?

4th- Randy Dunn.... ?

Pole Vault;

2nd- Charlie Smith.. ?

3rd- David Fl<

High Jump:

1st- Jay Macdonald..6'l"

2nd- Mark Harbison.
6'0"

120-yard Hurdles:

2nd- Ted Miller ?

4th- David Funk ?

100-yard Dash:
1st- Joe Schultz 10.1

3rd- Miles Keefe 10.4

220-yard Dash:

1st- Joe Schultz 22.2

3rd- Felton Wright.. ?

Intermediate Hurdles:

2nd- Ted Miller 60.5

3rd- David Ricks ?

440-yard Dash:

t- Mike Harding.. ..50.4

440-y

i- Funk, Keefe, Harding, Schultz

t- John Glenn. ?

Lee Smith rocks and fires against Delts.

High jumper Bill Cox grimaces as he strains for winning leap.

""" MIIMUIIlll

IM STANDINGS

"' "" IIIIIM

1 TEAM W L PCT. G.B. I

1 ATO 7 1 000 I

I DTD 2 750 l'A

= PDT 4 1 800 2

= BTP 5 2 714 2

i Fac. 2 667 2Vi

= LCA 3 571 3

1 SAE 4 3 571 3 =

= SN 4 500 3W
! Ind. 3 429
= PGD 2 5 286 5

KA 1 5 167 5W
E ISKRA 1 6 143 6

S DKE 6 000 6W

J
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A T I M DOMINATION UNCHALLENGED
(cont from p. i

PDT-KA

jumping

the third. The Indys were

_L _, ., 1 . 11
crippled by the departures of

The Ph. s strong title Nino Austin and Shane Weber
contenders this year picked up a who wgre forcfid oufc of 8ction
victory free o£ charge when the by mjuries
KA's failed to show up for the gAE 6 3 7 6 22

all afternoon behind the big bats
of the Warfield brothers, Rhea
Bowden

, and Charlie Little.

way they could never generate memory. Iskra relied on the
even a reasonable facsimile of an strong play of Thompkins
offense against the pitching of Grayden, Speed Baranco, Jack

McDaniel, and Paul Stoney to

key the triumph.

Chris Daves.

PDT 110 2 6
Ind. 10 1

10

SN-ATO

The ATO's extended their

winning string by blasting the

Snakes 23-9. The ATO's had
seen their 7-0 lead melt away
before a strong Sigma Nu attack

before flowing the game out of

reach with 11 runs in the sixth

inning. The loss dropped the

SN's out of a first place tie with
the ATO's.

SN

DTD-SAE

The Delts bounced back from

their first defeat of the season to

had the SAE's a 16-8 setback.

The SAE's jumped to a 5-0 lead

in the first inning but were

effectively shutoff by the

pitching of Hal Shultz and good

defensive play of the Delts

behind him.

DTD 004 1263 16

SAE 5003000 8

BTP—PGD

The Betas grabbed their PDT-Fac.

fourth straight triumph by
demolishing the Fijis 22-9. The The Faculty witnessed their

game was tied 9-9 after three, second upset attempt fall just

but the Betas exploded for 13 short as the PDT-Faculty game
runs in the fourth to salt away was called for darkness when the

the contest. The PGD's were 7th inning left the score knotted

hurt by the early departure of at 12-12. Despite the nearly full

Dave Muckle, who walked off moon, the umpires ruled it was
the field and refused to play too dark to continue. The entire

after dropping 2 lazy flies in a game will have to be replayed.

Fac.

Ind, 006 00 6

BTP-Fac.

The Beta's suffered their first

setback of the season as a sur-

prising strong Faculty nine out-

scored them in an 18-15 slugfest.

The teachers jumped to an early

10-5 lead and used the pitching

of Flynn, some fine defensive

work by Greene and Alvarez and
that shifty Faculty shift to hang!

on for the upset victory.

Fac. 6 4 2 3 210 18

BTP 413 4201 15

PGD-DKE

The Fijis who were locked in

a tight defensive struggle with

the Dekes(tied 6-6 in the fourth)

loosened up and erupted for 20
runs to bury the winless Dekes

26-6. As their case of beer dis-

appeared the hidden baseball

talents of the Fijis surfaced as

everybody hit the ball with

authority and ran the bases with

staggering speed.

DKE 5 10 6

PGD 10 5 20 X 26

PDT-IND.

The Phi's used a 6 run 6th

inning burst to break open a

tight, low scoring game and gTab

a 10-2 triumph over a slumping
Indian squad. Although the

Indys were close almost all the

Sports Quiz

1. The 1957 movie portrayed
this famous baseball player's

never ending struggle with
insanity. This player, one of the

most colorful of his era
, was a

defensive standout who roamed
the centerfield sod of
Cleveland's Municipal Stadium
from 1950 to 1967 and
compiled a respectable .272 life-

time average. Name the movie,

the player and the actor who
portrayed him.

ISKRA -DKE

Iskrt survived a seventh

inning Deke rally, and went on
to nip the DKE's 15-14 in eight

innings to claim their first soft-

ball victory within living

The Fijis played even with

the ATO's for the first inning

but were unable to keep it up
(cont. page 10)

ch.

mysterious substance *

makes baseballs repellen

wood and becomes a fa

strikeout artist. Can you
this delightful film?

3. In the 1952 movie, "Bride of

St. Louis" Dan Qailey stars in

the lifestocy of a famous
Cardinal pitcher who later be-

came one of baseball's greatest

commentators and most delight-

ful personalities. Name this

famous sports star.

4. While the 1962 Mets featured

such immortals as Chris Conni-

zaro, Choo Choo Coleman, Mar-

velous Marv Throneberry, Jay

Hook and Roger Craig, the team
did feature a great Dodger star

who ended his career in New

Sewanee Tiger gunned for attempted larceny.

Tigers Pounce

On Commodores
SAE-Ind. SN-SAE

The Indys dropped their third The slumping Snakes suffered

game of the campaign by a their second straight setback as

humiliating 22-6 count. The they fell victim to the SAE's 21-

victors were the SAE's who 9. The SAE's sprang to a 6-3

pounded the ball all day, lead and continued to dominate
.in »" > «=

JERRY'S
FOOD MARKET

WE SELL

BEER ON SUNDAY]

SANDWICHES AND PARTY SUPPLIES

IN MONTEAGLE
j

iinmuititiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiliiiiiiiiililliiiniiiKiiiiiiiiiiMiniiniiiiii iir^ '

5. What true baseball immortal

managed those fabulous Mets and

what was their record for the

1962 campaign?

j
6. By 1969, the Mets had

i become "the Miracle Mets".

j
turned the tide of the 1969

j Series when Andy Etchebarren's

\ throw to first hit him on the arm

j
and deflected into the right field

| corner, turning a sacrifice bunt

j
into a scoring play? What A. L.

1 power bowed to the Mets in that

j Series?

j **.*******.

by F. Factor

Pounce they did, but missed.

The Christian - led Sewanee
Lacrosse Club lost a hard hitting

match to the Vandy
Commedores here at Hardee

Field loast Friday. Rob
Christian, as usual, bedazzled the

opponents but his efforts proved

futile. Rob started off the game
with a quick, unassisted goal,

which was answered by an

equally quick Commodore goal,

setting the stage for the game to

come. Alumnus Emerson Lotzia,

helped the Tiger offense by,

scoring their next goal. But the

Sewanee attack couldn't keep up

the pace, and goals by Higgins

and Price left the Tigers on the

short end of halftime

s seriouslyJohn Penn, who \

Mark Utkov shot which caused

him to black out in the 1st half

and spend the rest of the game
waving in the breeze, managed
to score on a beautiful,

brilliant Christian feed mid way
through the 3rd quarter. That

was, however, the lone tally in

that quarter, leaving Sewanee

The last period brought hopes

of a comeback, but those hopes

proved false. Rob Christian, fed

by Mark Utkov, scored to bring

9-6. Soo

%m%m<8, m,<B&e

Turn right at the Church of Christ, o>

Old Cowan Road in Winchester.

fter, Penney File scored on a

nagnificent quickstick of

% another Christian feed which

: proved the File Factor is no

j fluke and made many Tigers feel

| the game could still be won.

: But No! As fate would have it,

;
still trailing, 9-7 .

j Thus for this season, Rob
: Christian has dominated Tiger

: stats, followed by John Penn.

j Other leading scoreers are Terry

j Halsey, and Mark Utkov.

j The Tigers next home game is

| Friday the 23rd, against South

I Carolina.



I M ROUNDUP
(cant, from p.

!

they were forced to finish the

game with but 8 players

and fell to a 21-9 defeat. This
inc |uding that acclaimed athlete,

game marked the sixth straight LarTy Stewart. The Beta's got a

triumph for the awesome ATO's break wnen Deke speedster Paul

and the fourth victory with a Cooper was ejected for disputing

winning margin of more than 10 a can at firsti

The SAE's still stinging from

a 10 run Utiop uprising in me — -;j- ; . . -

sixth which boosted the Chops ^Uyed close for 2 mnmgs^but *

to a 15-11 win. The outbu

erased Iskra's 9-5 lead and t

Chops held Iskra to Grayden'

run opposite field homer in I

seventh to nail down the w

PDT-DTD The Delts were able to re

from their labors Saturday

Chris Daves outdueled Bobby they accepted a forfeit from tl

Hal Schultz baffles Indys er

to IM Softball's first perfect game.

Brannon as the Phi's handed the KA
Delts their second defeat by a 9-

8 tally. In perhaps the tightest

game of the season neither team

got up by more than one and the

lead changed hands 5 times. A
spectacular defensive play by
Robert Miller a

ATO-ISKRA

The Delts withstood a three

homer barrage and a rare

throwing error by ace shortstop

Rainey Gray, to hold on for an

11-10 victory over the Betas.

The Delts had used a 6 run fifth

to establish the 11-6 edge they

carried

first three Betas scattered th

speedy Delt outfielders all

the park as they shagged after

the BTP drives disappearing into

by ump Weber shattered

shook off the shock

homers and put out

DTD 2 2 6 10 11

BTP 400 2004 10

Ind.-Fac.

J. C. Fitzgerald stabbed

with th

bottom c

Billy Keeler and solid infield

play from Sanders, Rast, Fagen,

and Austin to defeat the closely

knit Faculty squad.

Rainey Gray barely escapes Indy pickoff play.

With John Upperco
completely baffling the Iskra

batters the ATO's breezed to an
11-1 victory. Iskra scored in the

tin" Phi
rirst innme but never crossed the

plate again as the ATO
DTD 2 2 10 2 1 8 ,hc flames.

PDT 030 3021 9

LCA-SAE

nuffed

the

IND.-SN

The Indys, capitals

absense of S. Weber, downed th

Sigma Nus 19-7 to take thei

first playing victory of th

Pompey

The Chops finally got their

bats out of cold storage and

¥*•¥"¥"*-¥-**-¥"¥"¥-
ANSWERS

backed Rob Emerson with an 18

run attack which dumped the

surprised SAE's 18-9. The LCA's
got out to a 4-2 first inning edge,

and proceeded to out score

the SAE's in every inning until

the seventh when the game was
far out of reach.

LCA 4122270 18

SAE 2021013 9

Stay tuned

^.Jf for next ifIf
week's results

THE

OAK TERRACE

TRUCK STOP

OPEN 24 HOURS

'WE SERVE BREAKFAST

ANYTIME'

In Monteagle just off 1-24

f the ye; , sho off

a 6 run Snake surge in the

second and shut down the SN
attack from then on. Lee Smith

innings of relief to insure the

BTP-DKE

The Betas took the v

Dekes rather lightly in

meeting and almost pai

consequences. They m.i

however, to weather a

Dl E rally to salvag

n impressive 14-12 win.

>bing an early 7-1 le;

B ( players drifted awa

Jimmy 4. Gil Hodges

5. Charles DillonfC

"It Happens Every Spring" 40 wins, 122 losses.

3. Dizzy Dean(I hope you didn't 6. J. C. Martin
e.) Orioles.

m
'THE LATE NIGHT PLACE TO SHOP'

Open 8a.m.- 11p.m. Mon.-Sat.

In Cowan Thomas Wose' Wilson

93?-78.24 9Wn
?.
r

/4ftei tfa 7ftwrit,

GRAB YOUR DATE AND COME ON DOWN TO

z» < Tiger Bay HAMBURQES

NEW HAPPY HOURS!!!
Mon.-Thurs. 7-8 p.m. $1.65 pitcher/.35 mug
Friday 7-9 p.m. $1.55 pitcher/,30 mug

We now serve 16 inch pizzas

CAMPING - SPORTING GOODS

JUDGE'S GUN SHOP



SAFC FIXES TOTALS FOR YEAR
Tha Sewanee Purple, Friday, April 23. 1976. Page IS

(cont. from page 1) full by the Committee
plumbing facility to be built at For 1976-1977, the Canoe
the Outside Inn. In setting the and Ski Teams received an in-

appropriation at $3,000 rather crease, from $800 to $1,000,

than the requested $4,800, the over this year's allocation. The

SAFC recommended that the increase, although less than the

porcelain equipment be funded $300 increase requested, is an

through the Buildings Office, attempt to cover the rise in

This year the Jazz Society entry fees and transportation

presented two concerts on their costs,

budget of $7,650. In spite of

a request for $8,000, the SAFC
felt that the Jazz Society could

maintain its standard of

$7,500 for

French House led the SAFC to

cut $75 from this year's budget.

Although requesting $250 for

next year and receiving $125

this year, the French House will

get $50 for the 1976-1977

The Cinema Guild, which re-

ceived $2,750 this year,

requested a $550 increase in fee

The Sewanee Youth Center is allocations. In order to meet

receive $500 next fall, a $250 inflation without becoming a

:rease over this year's alloca- prime cause thereof, the SAFC
>n. The Committee cited the approved a $100 increase, appro-

i a budget of obligation of the Student priating $2,850 for the Cinema

year. Government to continue its Guild in 1976-1977.

support of the organization, A group which works closely

To meet rising musicians' founded ten years ago by with the Cinema Guild, the

fees, the Sewanee Popular Music Student Government leaders. Experimental Film Club asked

Association requested a $1,000 For 1976-1977 school year, for no increase in its operating

increase over this year's $5,000 the Student Forum requested budget. The Club will receive

appropriation. The Committee $4,500, which would have been' $1,750 again next year,

allocated $5,500 with the hope a $750 increase over the amount While recognizing the

that such an increase would help received this year. The SAFC importance of Sewanee's

bring more popular music to felt that rising speaker costs Emergency Medical Service, the

Sewanee. could be handled by a smaller Committee felt that the service

increase; the Forum is to get extends to the town of Sewanee

During the past few months, $4
t
000 next year, and the surrounding area;

the Sewanee Ski and Outing Although the Pre-Law Club therefore, it should be funded

Club has had organizational requested an increase to $200 by the Office of Auxiliary Ser-

problems, not the least of which ror nex t year, the SAFC thought vices. The SAFC denied the

has been the preparation of a
that the Club's programs were request for $200 for the service,

proposed budget for 1976-1977. excellent on this year's budget. The EMT's are expected to con-

m y
,i

'

'^Bfi

£i

1

SnBTSfo

1 •

..

year's appropriation

at $125.

the very first time,

j's Student Government
money to offset printing

in the operations

Despite the confusion.the Next
Committee received a request remain;

from the SSOC for $6,024, For
$2,124 more than this year. Sewam
Suggesting that some of the SOught
desired equipment be purchased costs ii

later, the Committee allocated Q f the Delegate Assembly and

$4,675 to the Club. the Order of Gownsmen. The
For next year the Sewanee SAFC allocated $100 of the

Lacrosse Club asked for $2,000 requested $150, with the

to defray uniform costs and understanding that the money
officials' fees. This request, WM be used entirely for printed

which represented no change matter,

from t his year, was approved in The

tinue their emergency coverage

of Sewanee students, including

the members of the SAFC.

Tom Gibson, Assistant Director of the Bishop's Common,
stands outside the facility that he has served since 1974.

Gibson will be leaving in August of this year. Says Gibson

of his job, "One reason I regret leaving is that I feel like I've

finally come to the point where I can maintain a program

here. . . arriving at that point has been difficult."

Grades Present Mystery
ont. from page 7)

period 1971 to 1973, one finds i

of the that there was a steady increase, t

From one beer lover to another.

ligh school aver- story about scholastic achieve-

m 1974 to 1975, ment, either. There has been an

it slight increase upward trend in the GPA, a

, Sewanee. Does phenomenon that reflects any

SAT scores are number of causes. Perhaps Dean
taking the proper

len he explained on
sheet that: "This

lumbers is presented

sure of Webb wa
nd that approach vCollege performance

high school grades an

indicator? stream

There is of course, no such for

thing as an "average" student, enlightei

Statistics do not tell the whole tion." I

, and mystifica-

i mystified.

Curriculum Committee Action

reception t>

may decide I

discussion ai

Richards,

broadly

the college

the possible

approach.

st undergo much
discussion and planning before

reform could be possible.

Professors Jacqueline

NOTHING
SPECIAL

by Terry Halsey
The will to overcome an

emotion is only the will of a

stronger emotion. Opinion is

Schaeffer and George Ramseur
and student Neal Pylant were

members of the sub-committee

chaired by Richardson. Dean

of the College Stephen

Puckette chairs the Curricu-

lum/Academic Policy

C'luniTiilLee which consist1
; of

professors Joseph Cushman,

William Garland, Eric Naylor,

students Bill Clinkscales and

Jim Harper, as well as members
littee.

Career Services

MATADOR
STEAK ROOM

Specializing in Steaks ana Seafoods

Open 5p.m.—till 1 1 p.m. Seven Days

Students—Listen to this outstanding bargain!

STUDENT SPECIAL-Steak for two only $7.50

on Monday thru Thursday
Tlw includes 22oz. of rout, potato, salad fcw , nut or—

d
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A PROPOSAL FOR CURRICULUM REVISION
(cnni from page 2)

iere)y a rough sketch of a proposed Core

in. The present system of basic

s would be embodied into four major

studies in the History of Civilization,

ence, Foreign Language, and English,

ntage of the plan lies in its ability to

number of units required «

from five to four without sacrificing breadth of

required study.

The four "core courses" would be as follows:

4 units in Studies in the History of Civilization

This course is NOT NECESSARILY to be a

Great Books course

from year to yea

in any familiar sense. It may vary

but represent an effort of the

would teach it to present each

Sewanee student

important events

with a knowledge of certain

n human self-understanding AS

phrase needs emphasis because the course would
employ the expertise of the historical disciplines,

including political history, economic history, and

social history.

The staff would come from the departments of
Classical and Modern Languages, Anthropology, Fine
Arts, Music, History, Religion, Political Science,
Economics, and Philosophy. The History of Religion
would be an important part of the program.
Individuals from Psychology and the Natural Sciences
with particular interest in the history of culture could
also participate.

2 units in Natural Science Core Course (approved

departmental courses in the sciences

could be substituted)

This might be a course devised by the natural

scientists for students who have not decided on a

major in the natural sciences.

4 units in Foreign Language (advanced placement
reduces this requirement)

2 units in English

Core course credit adds up to:

12 units required outside major for distribution

THEV HAVE OCCURRED IN HISTORY. The last

iv might take this form: Add

12units

Antiquity

Europe up to the rise of modern science

Europe up to World War I 8 units

Europe and America since World War I

with some analysis of the problems 01 32
contemporary civilization

Occulation Recorded
On Wednesday evening,

April 8, two students, J.Steve

Massey and Ellen Bartusch

photographed a rare

"occulation" of a bright star

by Mars. The photographs were
taken at the observatory on
top of Carnegie

appears

n) the star,

far away that it

a point. Such
permits a more

Mai

Epsilo

the

commonly known as Mebsuda,
is the smaller. The pictures

were taken approximately 18
minutes apart. North is at the

bottom in both. Mars moves
from the west (left:) in the

first picture to the other side

of the star - east (right) in the

second picture during this 18
minute period.

It important precisely

the disc

> and

accurate determii

exact orbit of Ma
(occulation" of such

star by Mars occurs

average only once in

Using a small telescope, a

tape recorder, and a time signal

from the National Bureau of

Standards Radio station, two
students were able to precisely

34.8 sec. coordinated Universal

Time (Greenwich Time.) The
students were Paul C. Erwin
and Hal Minnigan. This reading

will be sent to the Royal
Greenwich Observatory in

England and the International

Occulation Timing Association.

Hospital Completed
The new $1,400,000

Emerald-Hodgson Hospital,

scheduled for completion April

19, will be on view to the public

at a special open house Sunday,

April 25, from 2:30 to 4:30

p.m. Members of the Emerald-

Hodgson Auxiliary will be
hostesses for the occasion. The
building is on University

across from the Sewanee Inn.

A total of 1,350 individuals

and organizations in Franklin,

Grundy and Marion Counties
contributed over half a million

dollars to the new hospital,

double the amount asked by the

regents of the University of the

South in order to approve the

project. Volunteer committees
in Sewanee, Winchester, Cowan,
Monteagle, Tracy City,

Sherwood, Coalmont and all the

other localities in the patient

area to be served led an unpre-
cedented outpouring of support.

Architects Gresham and
Smith have incorporated all the

latest thinking on hospital design

35-t The

1 planning.

The hospital replaces the 11

ear-old structure which was the

University uses. Given by the

Rev. and Mrs. Telfair Hodgson
in memory of a daughter, it \va,

at one time the library. It was
converted to a hospital in 1899
and the name "Emerald" added
in 1912 at the request of a major
benefactor, Mrs. Ellen S.

Auchmuty of New York.

Emerald-Hodgson Hospital will hold open house on April 25

THE UNIVERSITY SUPPLY

STORE

fee l <
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,: rith

University of the South and the

Emerald -Hodgson Hospital staff,

have executed what they believe

to be a striking contemporary
design that is in harmony with
the traditional appearance of the
university's buildings. The
exterior and much of the
interior of the building is faced

JUST ACROSS THE RAILROAD TRACKS
IN COWAN

Valley Liquors
932-7063 °Pen from: 9"8 Mon.-Thu

9-10 Fn.-Sat.

SMi* §>twemet Itm

THE 'INN' PLACE TO BE

THIS SPRING PARTY WEEKEND.

JOIN US FOR GREAT FOOD AND SET-UPS


